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Abstract
In this paper we consider several questions related to the defect theorem for sets of three and four words. We start by
investigating how large systems of pairwise independent or pairwise non-equivalent equations over three unknowns possessing
purely non-periodic solutions can be. In other words, we analyze how weak the cumulative defect effect of such systems is. Then,
we investigate the maximal size of chains of equations over three or four words such that every time we add a new equation the set
of solutions strictly decreases.
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1. Introduction
Word equations constitute a fundamental part of the theory of combinatorics on words. Even when considering
very simple settings, such as constant-free equations with three or four unknowns, problems can turn out to be very
difficult. For instance, the question of whether there exist independent systems of three equations over three unknowns
possessing non-periodic solutions, formulated by Culik II and Karhuma¨ki in 1983 in [2], is still open.
Word equations can be used to characterize constraints satisfied by a set of words. Ehrenfeucht’s compactness
property guarantees that finite sets of words cannot satisfy infinitely many independent equations. However, very little
seems to be known about how many relations we can impose on a finite set of words; it is still open whether such
systems can be unboundedly large. Some non-trivial lower bounds for the number of independent equations satisfied
by a finite set of words were given in [7,8].
Another interesting question is how large chains of equations such that every time we add a new equation the set
of solutions strictly decreases can be. Thus, now, unlike in the case of independent systems, the order in which we
choose the equations becomes very important. When considering only two words, the maximal size of such a chain
is 3: the first (non-trivial) constraint forces the words to be powers of a common word, the second one fixes the ratio
between the lengths of the components of a solution, and the third one allows only the empty words as solutions.
However, if we increase the number of words considered, the situation changes, as illustrated by the above mentioned
open question from [2]. We show here that for equations over three unknowns, a reachable lower bound for the size
of such chains is 6, and that for four unknowns, 9 is such a lower bound.
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One of the fundamental results on words is the defect theorem stating that if a set of n words satisfies a nontrivial
relation, then they can be expressed simultaneously as products of at most n − 1 words. A natural question is what
happens if a set of words satisfies several “different” relations. For instance, do they impose some cumulative defect
effect, i.e., if a set of n words satisfies k nontrivial relations, can they be expressed simultaneously as products of
at most n − k words? Here, we investigate this problem for sets of three words. First, we formulate “different”
as meaning that the system of constraints is independent, every pair of equations is independent, or every pair
of equations is non-equivalent. Then, in each of these cases, we investigate how many constrains we can have without
imposing a cumulative defect effect. Moreover, if no such restrictions are used, then we can find infinite systems
of “different” equations that do not impose a cumulative defect effect. For instance, {x i z = zyi | i ≥ 1} contains
graphically different equations, has a purely non-periodic solution, but the whole system is equivalent to any single
equation of the system.
2. Preliminaries
Let Σ be a finite alphabet. We denote by Σ ∗ the set of all finite words over the alphabet Σ , by 1 the empty word,
and by Σ+ the set of all non-empty finite words over Σ . For a word w ∈ Σ ∗ we denote by |w| its length, i.e., the
number of letters in w, and by |w|a the number of occurrences of letter a in w. We refer the reader to [1] for more
details.
The following theorem is a well-known result on two words; see for example [1].
Theorem 1. Two words w1, w2 ∈ Σ ∗ are powers of a common word if and only if they satisfy a nontrivial relation.
Now, let X = {x1, . . . , xn} be a finite set of unknowns with Σ ∩ X = ∅. A constant-free equation with X as the
set of unknowns is a pair (u, v) ∈ X∗ × X∗, usually written as u = v. An equation u = v is called reduced if u
and v have different unknowns occurring at the beginning and at the end, respectively, and balanced if |u|x = |v|x
for all unknowns x ∈ X . Throughout this paper we consider only reduced constant-free equations over three or four
unknowns.
A solution of an equation u = v is a morphism ϕ : X∗ → Σ ∗ such that ϕ(u) = ϕ(v). Thus, a solution is an
|X |-tuple of words over the alphabet Σ . We say that a solution ϕ is periodic if there exists a word u ∈ Σ ∗ such that
ϕ(x) ∈ u∗ for any x ∈ X . If X = {x, y, z}, then we say that ϕ is quasi-periodic with respect to x and z if there exists
u ∈ Σ ∗ such that ϕ(x), ϕ(z) ∈ u∗. We can naturally extend this definition to the case when X = {x1, . . . , xn}, by
saying that ϕ is quasi-periodic if there exists an index 1 ≤ i ≤ n and some word u ∈ Σ ∗ such that ϕ(x) ∈ u∗ for all
x ∈ X\{xi }. We say that a solution is purely non-periodic if the images of no two unknowns are powers of a common
word. We note that for equations over three unknowns the sets of periodic, quasi-periodic (which are not periodic),
and purely non-periodic solutions form a partition of the set of all solutions.
A system of equations is a non-empty set of equations. A solution of a system is a morphism ϕ : X∗ → Σ ∗
satisfying all of its equations. We say that two systems E and E ′ are equivalent if they have the same set of solutions.
Moreover, we say that a system E is independent if it is not equivalent to any of its proper subsystems. In this paper
we also use two weaker conditions: pairwise independence and pairwise non-equivalence, meaning that any two
equations of a system are independent and non-equivalent, respectively.
3. Multiple constraints on three words
The defect theorem is one of the fundamental results on words. It is often considered to be folklore, maybe because
there are many different formulations, all validating the same defect effect on words: if a set of n words satisfies a
nontrivial relation, then they can be expressed simultaneously as products of at most n− 1 words. Probably the oldest
paper where this result is reported is [9].
An important consequence of this theorem is the result on two words formulated in Theorem 1. It is natural to ask
what happens if a set of words X = {w1, . . . , wn} satisfies two or more “different” relations, and whether this imposes
a cumulative defect effect on the set X . In general, the answer to the second question is “no”, as is illustrated below
in Example 3.
In this section we investigate these questions for sets of three elements X = {x, y, z}. We start by recalling the
following result from [5].
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Theorem 2. An independent system over three unknowns with at least two equations and having a non-periodic
solution consists of balanced equations only.
Thus, if we are looking for independent systems of equations imposing a minimal defect effect on a three-element
set, i.e., possessing also non-periodic solutions, then we need to search for balanced equations only. The question
now is how large such systems can be. The following example illustrates the existence of independent systems of two
equations over three unknowns possessing non-periodic solutions.
Example 3. The system{
xyxz = zxyx
xyxxz = zxxyx
admits purely non-periodic solutions of the form x = α, y = β, z = αβα, for some words α, β ∈ Σ ∗. Moreover the
system is independent since x = a, y = baab, z = aba is a solution for the first but not for the second equation and
x = a, y = baaab, z = aba is a solution for the second but not for the first equation.
However, if we increase the size of the system to 3, then this problem is open; the following conjecture was
implicitly stated in [2] and more explicitly, e.g., in [1].
Conjecture 4. Any independent system of three equations over a set of three unknowns possesses only periodic
solutions.
Here, we try to shed some light on this problem. We approach by considering two different restrictions in addition
to the independence of the equations: pairwise independence and pairwise non-equivalence.
Theorem 5. There exit purely non-periodic triples (x, y, z) ∈ (Σ+)3 satisfying three pairwise independent equations.
Proof. Consider the following system of three equations over the set of unknowns X = {x, y, z}:xyxz = zxyxxyxxz = zxxyxxyzyz = zyzyx,
for which we can check directly that the words x = α, y = β, z = αβα constitute a solution for any α, β ∈ Σ ∗.
Thus, for some values of the parameters α and β, the system admits also purely non-periodic solutions. Moreover,
any two equations are independent. First, x = a, y = baab, z = aba is a solution for the first equation but
not for the second one and x = a, y = baaab, z = aba is a solution for the second equation but not for the
first one. Then, x = a, z = a, y = b is a solution for the third equation but not for either of the others. Also,
x = a, y = baab, z = aba is a solution of the first but not the third equation and x = a, y = baaab, z = aba is a
solution of the second but not the third one. 
So, three pairwise independent equations on a set X = {x, y, z} are not enough to impose a cumulative defect
effect. Next, we investigate the case when we replace the independence condition with non-equivalence.
Theorem 6. There exist purely non-periodic triples (x, y, z) ∈ (Σ+)3 satisfying four pairwise non-equivalent
equations.
Proof. Consider the following system of four equations:
xyxz = zxyx
xyxxz = zxxyx
xyzyz = zyzyx
zyz = xyzyx .
It admits purely non-periodic solutions of the form x = α, y = β, z = αβα for some words α, β ∈ Σ ∗. Moreover, the
proof of Theorem 5 implies that the first three equations are pairwise independent. But, by the length argument, any
solution of the fourth equation is also a solution of any of the other three. Let us now take x = a, y = baab, z = aba a
solution of the first equation, x = a, y = baaab, z = aba a solution of the second equation, and x = a, z = a, y = b
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Table 1
A chain of equations over three unknowns with strictly decreasing set of
solutions
The equations considered The solution set
(1) xyzyz = zyzyx

x = (αβ)iα
y = β(αβ) j
z = (αβ)lα
(2) xyxz = zxyx x = γ, y = δ, z = γ δγ
(3) xzy = zyx Periodic solutions
(4) zyz = xyzyx Periodic solutions with |z| = |xyx |
(5) zyx = x2z Periodic solutions with|z| = |xyx | and |x | = |y|
(6) zy = xyz x = y = z = 1
a solution of the third equation. Since none of them is a solution of the fourth equation, we obtain that the chosen
equations are pairwise non-equivalent. 
As explained above, from the defect theorem, we know that if a set of three words satisfies a non-trivial relation,
then they can be expressed as products of at most two words. Thus, if we want to impose only the minimal defect
effect, then we have to look for non-periodic triples. In the previous two results we proved that there exist purely
non-periodic triples satisfying three pairwise independent and four pairwise non-equivalent relations, respectively. On
the other hand, a special type of non-periodic triples are the quasi-periodic ones. So, a natural question is how much
this restriction influences the bounds given above.
Theorem 7. The infinite system {xyi z = zyi x | i ≥ 1} is pairwise independent and admits quasi-periodic solutions
of the form x = z = α and y = β, with α, β ∈ Σ ∗, and nothing else.
Proof. Consider two arbitrary equations of this system: xyi z = zyi x and xy j z = zy j x , with i 6= j . Then
x = (abi )na, y = b, z = (abi )ma with n 6= m is a solution of the first but not of the second equation and
x = (ab j )na, y = b, z = (ab j )ma with n 6= m is a solution of the second but not of the first equation. So, any
two equations of the initial system are independent. 
Thus, in this last case not even infinitely many pairwise independent relations are enough to impose a cumulative
defect effect on a set of three elements. Since the condition of pairwise non-equivalence is weaker, this result remains
valid also in this case. However, as illustrated by Conjecture 4, we do not know anything about the size of independent
systems of equations over three unknowns for which all non-periodic solutions are quasi-periodic.
However, the Ehrenfeucht compactness property of word equations states that each system over a finite set of
unknowns is equivalent to some of its finite subsystems; see for example [1]. In other words, any independent system
over a finite set of unknowns is finite. Thus, it is natural to ask how large such systems can be. Very little seems to be
known about this problem; we refer the reader to [7,8] for some non-trivial lower bounds. More specifically, for any
n ≥ 1, one can construct independent systems of n3 (resp. n4) equations over 5n (resp. 10n) unknowns possessing
non-periodic solutions in free semigroups (resp. free monoids).
Nevertheless, for small numbers of unknowns, no nontrivial lower bounds are reported for the size of independent
systems of equations. Note that an independent system is a set of equations such that in whichever way we order them
into a chain, the set of solutions is strictly decreased by each equation. Thus, instead of independence, we consider
next a weaker condition, i.e., we investigate chains of equations such that each time we add a new one the set of
solutions strictly decreases. Let us call such sequences strictly decreasing chains of equations.
In Table 1 we give an example of a strictly decreasing chain of word equations of size 6. Since the first three
equations are balanced, they impose constraints only on the set of non-periodic solutions. Thus, after adding the third
equation to the chain, the set of solutions consists of all periodic triples (ui , u j , uk), for any u ∈ Σ ∗ and i, j, k ≥ 0.
From this point on, the size of the chain is maximal since on the set of periodic triples (ui , u j , uk) we can impose at
most three successive restrictions, each one “limiting” the values of one of the parameters i, j , and k. Hence, 6 is a
reachable lower bound for the size of strictly decreasing chains over three unknowns. Moreover, we note that the first
three equations constitute an independent system of maximal size among this chain.
A natural question now is the following.
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Table 2
A chain of equations over four unknowns with strictly decreasing set of solutions
The equations considered A characterization of the set of solution
(1) xytz = zt xy xy = (αβ)kα, t = β(αβ) j , z = (αβ)iα
(2) xyztz = z2t xy xy = z = (αβ)iα, t = β(αβ) j
(3) xytyz = zytxy xy = z = (αβ)iα, t = β(αβ) j , t y = yt
(4) xtyzz = zyzxt xy = z = (αβ)iα, t = β(αβ) j = y
(5) xtzy = ztyx Periodic solutions
(6) x = zyt Periodic solutions with |x | = |yzt |
(7) xyt2y = zx Periodic solutions with|x | = |yzt | and |z| = 2|yt |
(8) xyz = zt x Periodic solutions with|x | = |yzt |, |z| = 2|yt |, |y| = |t |
(9) xy = zt x x = y = z = t = 1
Problem 8. Is 6 also an upper bound for the size of strictly decreasing chains of equations?
A positive answer for this problem can be given for several types of systems, sometimes obtaining even a smaller
upper bound. One such case is obtained from the following well-known result; see for example [1].
Proposition 9. If a three-element set X = {x, y, z} ⊆ Σ+ satisfies the relations{
xα = zβ
xγ = yδ with α, β, γ, δ ∈ X
∗,
then x, y, and z are powers of a common word.
Thus, two such equations can be extended to a strictly decreasing chain of size at most 5 since, like in Table 1, we
can add at most three more equations each one restricting the length of one of the unknowns. Also, if Conjecture 4
is true, then after at most three independent equations we obtain only periodic solutions and then, like above, we can
add at most three more equations. We refer the reader to [4] for more types of systems over three unknowns which
cannot be extended to strictly decreasing chains of equations of size more than 6.
Moreover, as explained above, the restriction of considering independent systems is stronger than that of strictly
decreasing chains of equations. Thus, if we obtain an upper bound m for the size of strictly decreasing chains of
equations, then m is also an upper bound for the size of independent systems.
4. Multiple constraints on four words
In this section we investigate the size of strictly decreasing chains of equations over a set of four unknowns,
Y = {x, y, z, t}. Note first that in this case Theorem 2 does not hold any longer, i.e., we may have also independent
systems over four unknowns including non-balanced equations and still possessing non-periodic solutions.
Example 10. The system{
xyz = zty
xy2z2 = z2yty
admits non-periodic solutions of the form x = γ, y = δγ δ, z = γ δ, t = γ for some words γ, δ ∈ Σ ∗. Moreover, it is
independent, since x = ababa, y = bab, z = ab, t = ababa is a solution for the first equation and not the second,
and x = ((ab)2b)2aba, y = b, z = ab, t = ((ab)2b)2aba is a solution for the second equation and not the first.
Hmelevskiı˘ proved in [6] that solutions of word equations over three unknowns are finitely parametrizable, while
the same does not hold for equations over four unknowns, as also proved in [6]; for a shorter proof see [3]. Thus,
an interesting question is what the effect of considering equations over four unknowns is on the size of chains of
equations with strictly decreasing set of solutions.
As shown by Table 2, the size of the chain increases non-trivially when we switch from three to four unknowns.
First, we have four equations such that every time we add a new one the set of solutions strictly decreases, but still
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includes some non-periodic ones. Then, when we add the fifth equation, the set of solutions includes only periodic
triples. But, since up to this point all equations are balanced, they admit as solution any periodic 4-tuple (ui , u j , uk, ul)
with u ∈ Σ ∗ and i, j, k, l ≥ 0. Then, like for the case of equations over three unknowns, from this point on we can
impose at most four successive restrictions, each one “limiting” the values of one of the parameters i, j, k, and l.
Thus, 9 is a reachable lower bound for the size of strictly decreasing chains over four unknowns.
Moreover, as a counterpart of Example 3, note that the system containing the equations (1), (2), and (4) is
independent and admits non-periodic solutions.
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